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We consider the decay of neutral fireballs with mass M into n +, - ,o  and derive the first two leading terms of the 
average multiplicities as a function of M. We discuss the implication of this result for a statistical bootstrap description 
of e+e - annihilation i to hadrons. 
It has been proposed, that the virtual photon in 
e+e - annihilation into hadrons has the properties of 
a fireball in the sense of Hagedom [1 ] and that there- 
fore this process hould be the proper eaction to stu- 
dy fireballs in some detail [2]. Indeed the preliminary 
results at SLAC support hi s picture insofar as the 
mean energy of secondaries measured in e+e - hadrons 
is small, as predicted by this model. There has been 
some theoretical effort to incorporate isospin conser- 
vation into the statistical bootstrap scheme for non- 
exotic fireballs, in order to facilitate predictions on 
charged secondaries. The linear bootstrap roblem has 
been completely solved [3-5], whereas in the case of 
the full statistical bootstrap (with isospin phase space 
weights) only the fireball evel density and total pion 
multiplicity distribution have been investigated [5]. In 
view of the preliminary experimental result, that the 
mean total energy of charged secondaries in e+e - -+ 
hadrons, is only about 50% of the incoming energy 
[6], one is confronted to the question, whether asta- 
tistical approach can possibly account for a sizeable 
deviation from (Ech) = 2(Eneutral). This has been an- 
swered to the negative in the framework of the linear 
bootstrap with only pions as input. 
This raises the question, whether such a deviation 
can be explained at all in the framework of a bootstrap 
scheme. In this context it seems appropriate to start 
from a model for isovector fireballs only and pions as 
input particles: 
Nmax 
2Z m = t m + ~ P(1)(N+,Ho,N_) 
N+,No,N_ 
• ,N i > 1,iV+ - N_ = m 
x TN+TNoTN- ~+ ~o ~-  , (1) 
where Z m = £(Bm rm) = B m f d4q r m (q2) exp(-~q), 
with 3~, = ~,0,0,0) is the Laplace-transform of the 
fireball states with isospin I = 1,13 = m, and 
p(1) (N+, N_, No) are Cerulus coefficients [7]. Further- 
more, tm = £(BmO(qo)8(q2-m2) ) .  In the full boot- 
strap scheme, Nma x = 0". The singularity structure of 
Z m yields the asymptotic expansion 
<Ni>--at0M + ag) + + ... (2 )  
in terms of the fireball mass M. In this note we calcu- 
late the coefficients at i), a~ ) for the decay of a neutral 
fireball. 
The general expression for (N i) reads imply 
£-1 (t i aZo/~ti) 
<Ni> = (3) 
£-1 (Z0) 
The model given by eq. (1) leads to a square root type 
singularity for Z, i.e. 
Z 0 = Zl l2(t  s -  t) 1/2 + z3/2(t s -  0 3/2 + ... (4a) 
+ terms regular at t = ts, 
aZ 0 
t i ~ =dO_~/2(ts - 0 -1 /2  +d~i]2(ts - 01 /2  + ... (4b) 
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+ terms regular at t = t s. 
After a lengthy calculation eqs. (3.4) lead to the result 
(Nch) = 2oM/m~ - 302 + 2B+ 
(N 0) = o Mimer -~ ] o 2 + B 0 
with 
ts ( dill2 -3z3 /2 /  ", o=~ K1(m"30) (5) ei=--g 
\d(_01--~2 Zl/2/ K2(m,~0) 
~1 = TO = Hagedom temperature. 
The quantities Zl/2 ..... dl/2 can be evaluated in form 
of power series by inserting the eqs. (4a, 4b) into the 
bootstrap equation and its appropriate derivatives 
with respect o t i. 
For comparison we list the asymptotic expressions 
obtained in the linear bootstrap 
(Nch) = 20 M/m~ + 602 + 9elm J30 - 
(N 0) = o M/m= + 3o 2 + ~ o/m,r30 - ~. (6) 
As is well known, the leading terms are independent 
of the charge observed and depend solely on the Hage- 
dorn temperature T O = 1/3o. The next to leading order 
terms in eq. (5) appear as a sum of two terms: o de- 
pends only on T O and not on Nma x, whereas B+, o are 
independent of T 0. Moreover, the difference (fir+) - 
(NO) does not depend on T O , but only on the degree 
Nma x of the bootstrap. We have evaluated the quanti- 
ties B for 2 ~ Nma x ~ 45. As one can see from table 1, 
the B's converge rapidly to their full bootstrap limits. 
Table I 
Nmax B0 B+ 
2 9.26 × 10 -2 2.03 × 10 - t  
3 1.41 × 10 - t  1.80 × 10 -1 
4 1.33 × 10 -1 1.83 × 10 -1 
5 1.34 × 10 -1 1.83 × 10 -1 
45 1.34 x 10 -1 1.83 x 10 -1 
The values given in this table lead to the result that 
(N0)/(Nch) for M ~ 3 GeV is bounded by 
0.49 ~ (N0) / (N~)~ 0.5 (at T O = 160 MeV) 
and therefore very close to its asymptotic value. 
Since the average nergy of secondaries i  indepen- 
dent of their charge, we thus come to the conclusion 
that the full bootstrap model with input pions cannot 
account for the experimentally observed eviation 
from (Ech) = 2(Eneuual). This result does not change, 
if in this framework other input particles that may 
strongly decay into pions are introduced. 
Therefore, unless one is willing to change the basic 
assumptions of the statistical bootstrap model, one is 
forced to allow the production of particles whose de- 
cay violates isospin conservation, such as 7..A priori, 
the bootstrap model does not restrict he ~ production 
rate. A value of (N~ch)/(N~) =0.55 would require a 
ratio (N~)/(Nuo) = 0.5. An ~ yield of  this surprisingly 
large order has recently been observed by Caldwell 
et al. [8] in 7p collisions at PT ~ 1 GeV/c. It remains 
to be seen that ~'s are indeed produced so abundant- 
ly in e+e - annihilation. 
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